Instead, here we assert that results from rodents alone are sufficient to support a specific behavioral role for M2. To this end, we summarize evidence from multiple approaches, moving from anatomical connectivity to lesions and inactivations, and then to electrophysiological correlates. The synthesis of old and recent findings leads to this conclusion: M2 is important
Trends
There is rapid progress towards understanding the function of M2. Progress is fueled by accessibility of the region for optical imaging and optogenetics, as well as the development of sophisticated decision-making tasks for rodents.
M2 receives sensory information from reciprocal connections with sensory, parietal, and retrosplenial cortices. It exerts control on actions by projecting to various motor-related subcortical regions.
Removal of M2 causes transient neglect and enduring sensorimotor deficits.
M2 neurons have early and contextdependent choice-related activity, implicating the region as a driver of voluntary actions.
Collectively, the current understanding suggests that M2 maintains a flexible mapping diagram of sensorimotor associations in the service of adaptive choice behavior.
